**E for EDUCATION that contains:**

**OBJECTIVE:** Every child and adult should be aware of the dangers present in railway traffic.

- Improving people’s awareness;
- Presentations in kindergartens, schools, etc.;
- Training for rescue and police officers;
- Delivering railway safety messages at public events, in public places, shops, cinemas, etc.;
- Organising nation-wide and regional safety campaigns;
- Participation in safety projects;
- Extending the circle of supporters through involving volunteer presenters, cooperation partners and other nice people.
E for ENFORCEMENT contains:

**OBJECTIVE:** if we have agreed certain rules then EVERYBODY must follow them. For some people saying is enough but there are others who get the message after being fined 10 times for one and the same thing. The rules are there for being followed.

- Consistent monitoring of railway safety legislation and updating it as necessary;
- Supervision over the fulfilment of applicable rules in cooperation with law enforcement agencies.
E for ENGINEERING contains:

OBJECTIVE: Help people to understand the closeness of a major source of danger and pass the dangerous area safely.

✓ Development of railway signalling and safety systems;
✓ Application of the best solutions enhancing safety.
We cannot tell people to change their behavioural patterns but we can improve their awareness, shaping their attitudes and behaviour.

So we have our three E’s
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ENFORCEMENT

ENGINEERING